


LO Unrequited Toil 

and she a thirty-five-year-old "stout wench," stout meaning sturdy or 
robust. They stepped onto dry land in early August in Birchtown, ]\;ova 
Scotia, among 400 refugee� who started a settlement. Birchtown was an 
en�lave and several miles from Shdhurne near the southeast tip of the 
island. 

Life was difficult for black Loyalist refugees. Beside� poor prospects in 
farming, the King family faced hostilitv from white !\ova Scotia residents. 
In r 784, white former soldiers attacked Flirchtown. Boston and Violet 
King went through periods of famine and harcbhip, ,vorking a variety of 
jobs. Boston became a .v1ethodist minister at Preston, near Halifax. 19 But 
when the opportunity came to leave Nova Scotia with other refugees for 
a colony in West Africa, they rook it. British abolitionists helped found 
Freetown, Sierra Leone, which promised to be a haven for African
descended people, including former slaves despite its close proximity to 
Bance Island, a huh of the transatlantic slave trade. Thomas Peters, who 
had fled from slavery in Wilmington, l\orth Carolina, in 1776, led some 
r, r 96 African-descended Canadians to Preetown after securing sponsor
ship in England. But the refugee colony foundered because of poor pre
paration, fights among the leadership, hostility from locals, and above all 
a disease environment that claimed the lives of most of the settlers. 
Colonists \NCre forced to seek help from neighboring slave traders. 
Violet and Boston King emigrated in I 792 and sojourned in England in 
1794. Boston taught briefly near Bristol. The Kings returned to Sierra 
Leone in I 796 and continued to preach their Methodist faith. But black 
Americans were not going hack to Africa so much as being cast ashore in 
a foreign, hostile place, thousands of miles from where King's father had 
been embarked as a child. That odyssey ended for Boston King in J 802

when he, like Violet, succumbed to malaria on a West African landscape 
that was nc\'cr quite home. io 

The American Revolution decided the que�tion of independence, but it 
did not decide whether slavery was a residue of the colonial past or a force 
shaping the future United States. Enslaved people had proved a powerful 
undercurrent that showed the inconsistencies in Patriots' rhetoric and 
Patriots' reluctance to include African-descended people in their vision 
of freedom and self-government. 
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Slow Death for Slavery? 

In the newly independent United States, slavery seemed to be on the road 
to marginality, even extinction. Britain punished the new nation for 
revolution by dosing its West Indian markets to Chesapeake tobacco 
and Carolina rice, which left enslavers with surplus bound laborers work
ing at a losing economic game. And after the tumultuous seven-year war, 
enslaved Americans faced a conflict of rootedness versus rootlessness, 
knitting ties against the constant unraveling done hy enslavers. But victor
ious Patriots hedged against freeing bondspersons too ,oon. They 
scrambled to patch up the slave societies in the Chesapeake, Carolinas, 
and Georgia, while mid-Atlantic enslavers reasserted their control over 
African-descended people. 

It is often asked why the republican principles of liberty and self
government did not apply to enslaved people. One answer has to do 
with the economic geography of slaverv. After 1 776, states with small or 
marginal slave populations began to abolish slavery gradually. But free
dom did not equal citizenship. In the flush of Revolutionary fervor, the 
sole state that outlawed slavery immediately was Vermont, which had the 
smallest slave population. The rest of New England, along with 
New York, Pennsylvania, and ]\;cw Jersey, refused to emancipate enslaved 
people, instead setting a course for gradual abolition or else leaving it to 
courts and African-descended people to challenge their enslavement. 
States dependent on slave labor did not consider abolition. But some 
permitted manumission or freeing bondspersons individually. Virginia, 
Maryland, and other states to the south (except North Carolina) liberal
ized manumission laws. They left in place property rights in people, and 
few enslaved people succeeded in bargaining their way out of bondage. 
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